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Some background 

From WormBase 

From WormAtlas 

302  
neurons 

Somatic neurons 
system(282) 

pharyngeal nervous 
system(20) 

The neurons communicate through approximately 6400 
chemical synapses and 900 gap junctions(2990 weighted 
connections), and 1500 neuromuscular junctions (NMJs) 

• Two sexes: hermaphrodite (XX) 
and a male (XO) 
 

• ~1000 somatic cells in an adult 
 

• average lifespan around 2–3 
weeks and a generation time 
around 4 days 

 



1-3 layers of 
interneurons 

Question: 
 
Are there any neuron or 
synapses that are most 
important in the network? 
 
 How neurons and synapses 
“design” to interact?? 
 
  



• neurons tend to have strong connections with the same neuronal types then other 
types and strong connections to physically near neighbors versus far neurons 
 

• distinctively high interconnectivity and strong connections of the AVA neurons, 
known to participate in the control of backward locomotion 



• Clustering coefficient (C): measures the interconnectivity of neighboring nodes: 
essentially how many neighbor nodes of a node know each other. 

 

 

• Nodal efficiency E(i), the efficiency of node i, is the average of the inverse of the 
shortest path lengths between its neighbors; Global efficiency (E) is the average of 
all nodal efficiencies of a network. 

 

 

• Betweenness centrality (B) of node i is the number of the shortest paths that pass 
through node i divided by the maximal possible number of connections. 

 

 

• Edge betweenness centrality (EBC) of edge i  j (from neuron i to neuron j) is 
defined as the number of shortest paths that pass through synapse i  j divided 
by the maximal possible number of connections 

Some definition 



Methods and Analysis  

1 Attack strategy: 
         attack on neuron: deletion all connections of a neuron (zero    

         degree), leave the neuron in the system 

          

2 Vulnerability:  

        relative change in value after elimination of the neuron or synapse, used    

          to determine the effect of the loss of a neuron or synapse on global  

          information processing 

 

         

           



Identifying critical neurons 

Select those that were 
3SD or more above 
average(Towlson et al) 

Most critical neurons 

Formed early in 
development phase 







Identifying critical synapses 



• 28/29 are excitatory 
• 26/29 contain at least 1 interneuron 
• 14/29 contain at least 1 motor neuron 
• 5/29 contain at least 1 sensory neuron 

Importance of interneuron, also the motor 
and sensory neuron 

Contains many long range connections  

Long range connections should be 
minimized over all 





VC: 2/7 are AVA interaction, 4/7 are AVAL/R to motor 
neuron               locomotion(backward in particular)   

VB(examined the distribution): 

Locomotion control 

Backward locomotion 

Social feeding and internal  
immunity, new suggestion for 
DVC and PVP function in adults, 
prediction for AVH 

Motor signals converge on 
sensory processing, action-
influenced perception 



VE: critical information processing structure and significance of motor control 

• AVA  and PVP pathways are 
important 
 

• New function and structure 
are suggested 
 

• Properties of edges are higher  
 



Summary 
• 12 neurons and 29 synapses are found critical for clustering, 

information integration and propagation. 

 

• Control structure rather than individual properties of neurons 
and synapses is the most important. 

 

• Critical control structure reveals the biological function at 
higher level.(e.g.: AVA vs locomotion) and highlight the 
importance of behavioral strategies. 

 

•  Extend the understanding of hybrid architectural design of 
neuronal network 



Improvement 

• Multiple attack to neurons to see neurons 
components function. (huge work) 

 

• Experimental verification of the hypothesis for 
the function of PVP, DVC and AVH. (laser-
ablation or Calcium imaging to compare wild-
type and mock animals – behavior? 
Development such as embryo? Long term 
such as aging?) 


